THE  AUTHORITY  OF   SCIENCE
human philosophy which is equivalent to a religion. The
Revolution already has its devotees who will no more allow it
to be questioned than the Catholic his dogmas ; but apart from
that it is clear the last four centuries have been creating^ body
of ideas to which we shall have to conform, embodied in such
phenomena as the Reformation, the freeing of the people, the
freeing of science, the freeing of philosophy, the enthronement
of criticism, the softening of manners of life. All these tend-
encies have been persecuted and therefore have" life. Not
indeed," he adds, " that these form the whole of religion." *
It will be noted that, in his analysis of the significance of
1789, Renan is at one with the school of Maistre, but whereas
to Maistre these phenomena are fearsome and detestable,
Renan, without being blind to its defects, welcomes the pro-
cess as a whole. Nor is this approval wholly philosophical
and rational. " I inherited from my mother," he states in his
Souvenirs, " an invincible taste for the Revolution, which
made me love it in spite of all the evil I have spoken of
it." " Inherited taste " accounts perhaps for more political
speculation than we usually allow.
But, as Renan's own words indicate, inherited taste did not
mean blindness. Not only was he perfectly aware of the horrors
that accompanied the period, but going below the surface he
admitted that " the revolutionary philosophy, great and
liberating as it was, contained a hidden poison : a belief in
violence, an idea of justice based on a materialistic conception
of property, a neglect of personal rights, all of , which carry '
germs of destruction, herald the reign of mediocrity, the
disappearance of initiative, all this for the sake of an apparent
physical comfort, the conditions of which are really self-
destructive " 2—a severe but not unfair criticism of French life
in the nineteenth century.
It is thus easy to present a picture both of an anti-
revolutionary and of a pro-revolutionary Renan, of one who is
at one time " tempted to abandon the principles -of .1789 " if
they are bound to result in so second-rate a civilization, and then,
when faced with people who would deny it any real significance,
1 Correspondance, p. 22.	2 £ssais ~jf Morale, p. x.
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